Preservation of the mitral valve apparatus: evidence synthesis and critical reappraisal of surgical techniques.
Sub-valvular apparatus preservation after mitral valve replacement is not a new concept, yet to date there has been no quantification of its clinical effectiveness as a procedure and no consensus as to which surgical preservation technique should be adopted to achieve the best immediate and midterm clinical outcomes. This systematic review of current available literature aims to use an evidence synthesis and meta-analytic approach to compare outcomes following replacement of the mitral valve with (MVR-P) or without preservation (MVR-NP) of its apparatus. It considers all the relevant anatomical, experimental, echocardiographic, and clinical studies published in the literature and appraises all reported mitral valve sub-valvular apparatus preservation techniques. The results of this review strongly suggest that MVR-P is superior to MVR-NP with regards to the incidence of early postoperative low-cardiac output requiring inotropic support, and early or mid-term survival. They also suggest that the operative decision should be individualised based on patient's anatomy, pathology and ventricular function and therefore surgeons should be familiar with more than one surgical preservation technique. Finally, this paper highlights the need for further high quality research focusing particularly on the long-term assessment of quality of life and health utility following MVR-P.